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AN UPDATE FROM USRC 

By Ron Mayes and Sharyl Rabinovici 

US Resiliency Council 

 

The US Resiliency Council, through the technical and financial contributions of many SEAOC 

member firms, professional organizations, hardware and software suppliers and others, issued 

its first earthquake performance rating in 2016. Later this year, we are poised to reach the 

100th rating milestone. Rated buildings include government and private office buildings, new 

affordable housing, URM retrofits, modular classrooms, mixed-use structures and more in 

California, Oregon, Washington, and Chile. Case studies of the wide range of recently rated 

structures are available on our website, www.usrc.org.  

 

This progress marks an encouraging increase in the demand for and visibility of resilient 

design. However, it is still critical—particularly in a daunting economic climate—to make the 

case that resilient design is worth it, and not just for new construction.  

 

USRC is pleased to share with SEAOC members a variety of evidence we are accumulating on 

the benefits of resilient design. First up, new research results made available this summer 

demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of bringing older big-box retail style tilt-up buildings built 

in the 1970’s, 80’s and 90’s into conformance with USRC Gold Rating criteria. The study, done 

in collaboration with HB-Risk, Simpson Strong Tie, Dr. John Lawson, Optimum Seismic and 

others, found Benefit-Cost Ratios ranging from 3.6 to as high as 12 for investing in upgrades to 

meet 1997UBC/2000IBC requirements, thereby qualifying a building for USRC Gold. Study 

results are available here, and will be developed into a technical paper. A second study on 

upgrading multistory wood-frame structures is nearing completion, with contribution from 

KPFF. You can receive updates on the latest USRC programs and news by signing up for our 

periodic newsletter with this link. 

 

Our most recent newsletter featured several 

stories about owners cost-effectively 

achieving more than just their financial goals 

by seeking a USRC rating. One case is 1296 

Shotwell in San Francisco, also known as 

Casa Adelante, which received a USRC Gold 

Rating in 2019 for its enhanced structural 

design led by Mar Structural Design that 

achieved beyond-code performance at less 

than a 0.25% cost premium. Casa Adelante 

is the first affordable senior residential new 

construction in the Mission District in a 

http://www.usrc.org/index/usrc-rated-buildings
https://www.dropbox.com/s/k2jpigskydhjvdi/USRC%20tiltup%20seismic%20retrofit%20study%2006162020.pdf?dl=0
https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/su/OIuh4Jy/Subscribe
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decade, and proof that with creativity and 

leadership, resilient design is within reach 

even for low-income projects.  

 

Dan Adams, Acting Director of San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community 

Development (MOHCD), says of the project, “we are proud that… [Case Adelante] will not only 

continue to stand, but also remain safely occupied after a major earthquake event…while also 

reducing the impact on our City emergency response and shelter systems.” Chinatown CDC 

Director of Housing Development Whitney Jones agrees. “Living in an earthquake zone, we 

want our seniors to not have to worry that their housing is at risk when an earthquake 

happens.”  

It is important to note that pursuing and achieving a USRC rating 

provides additional benefits both financial and intangible, benefits 

that clients do not have to wait for an earthquake to realize. For 

instance, the case of 85 Bluxome in San Francisco demonstrates 

the competitive advantage that resilient design can bestow in a 

tight market. ZFA, the engineer of record, secured a USRC Gold 

Rating for the project.  

 

Michelle Jones at RIM Architects on the 

design team says her clients immediately 

perceived the increased marketability. “The 

type of tenant that is interested in leasing 

space in buildings in San Francisco is very 

savvy. They're looking for LEED certified 

buildings. They're looking for buildings … 

certified for creating wellness and interior 

spaces… Our developer/owner was 

absolutely ecstatic to be able to add a [USRC rating] to the mix. Now he has an asset, which he 

intends to hold for years and years, that is very easily marketable. And, in comparison to other 

assets or other projects that that tenants can lease, this project is going to stand out.”  

 

The State of California Department of General Services also maximized their resilience 

investment in the 11-story, 374,000 SF, net-zero energy Clifford L. Allenby office building in 

Sacramento, set to open in 2021. An integrated design-build team led by ZGF provided a 

modern, USRC Platinum-Rated workplace environment for three state agencies that also 

promotes employee wellness and set new benchmarks for energy and water conservation. 
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Jessica Westermeyer of KPFF who 

worked on the Allenby project 

found that pursuing an earthquake 

rating opened opportunities for her 

and other structural engineers to 

“coach” and influence the design 

team. “This contractor, it's a design-

build, so they have to stick to a 

budget…There was an educational 

process of one, why is this 

important, two, learning what level 

we thought we could achieve, three, 

kind of walking through how we 

could do this without many impacts 

on the building, and then why this is 

a huge benefit… Everybody got on 

board really quickly.”  

 

The ultimate result was not just a better building but also a more energized design team and 

proud client. “The contractor, owner and architects were all so excited about getting a 

Platinum Rating and pushing the long-term sustainability goals of the project... I think the 

State really started to understand the building that they were getting and could communicate 

to that to their employees, as well as the community around them. [A USRC rating] is a really 

good way to translate all of these nerdy, structural calculations and things like that into a 

tangible building performance that the general public can understand.”  

 

Our upcoming newsletter will feature 

iMod Structures, a start-up producer of 

resilient modular classrooms, another 

example of innovative design making an 

impact. Interest in their unique and 

versatile USRC Platinum-rated product is 

surging this summer as the topic of 

safety—including indoor air circulation and 

extra space for de-crowding—are 

prominent in everyone’s minds.  

 

iMod buildings deliver a pre-wired, customizable learning space, but also the option to deploy 

the classrooms at one site while retrofit work is being done, then move them to the next site 
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needing upgrades. iMod went live in Sacramento this summer, installing the first three USRC-

Platinum K-12 school buildings in California. 

 

In June 2020, USRC also issued its first two ratings in our “Getting to Silver” initiative, a 

certification that recognizes buildings built to current seismic codes where owners have 

implemented post-earthquake Back to Business programs.  Both buildings are reinforced 

masonry structures in the Pacific Northwest. Engineered by KPFF, Parkrose Middle School in 

Portland, Oregon is the first school to receive a USRC Rating. The Central YMCA of Spokane, 

Washington, designed by Coffman Engineers, will also serve as reliable anchor for the 

community in a time of crisis. 

 

We hope you can use the above research and stories to inform your own practice and help 

communicate the case for forward-thinking investment in seismic retrofits and new designs 

that financially make sense and also enhance safety, reduce business risks, and speed recovery. 

Again, if you would like to receive regular updates on the progress of the USRC please sign up to 

receive our newsletter at this link. We now offer individual- and organization- level 

memberships through which you can support the cause of advancing resilient design.  

Thank you.  
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